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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OVERVIEW
The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) lays out a process and timeline to
achieve sustainability in each groundwater sub-basin that falls within its scope. One initial
requirement is formation of a Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA) by an “eligible local
agency” or combination of agencies: any local public agency that has water supply, water
management, or land use responsibilities within a covered groundwater basin. GSAs must be
formed not later than June 30, 2017. Once formed, a GSA must develop and implement a
Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) for the basin, or portion of a basin, it is managing under
SGMA. Each basin must be covered in its entirety by a GSA; any uncovered areas are presumed
to be managed by the overlying county as a GSA. GSPs must be adopted by January 31, 2020 or
2022, depending on whether a sub-basin is designated as critically overdrafted.

APPROACH
This assessment report has been prepared by Kearns & West, Inc. and HydroMetrics, Inc.
(collectively the “K&W Team”) under a contract with Butte County. It is intended to assist the
County, other local agencies, and diverse stakeholders in establishing a GSA structure for the
four groundwater sub-basins that underlie Butte County by the SGMA deadline. The K&W team
prepared this report through these steps:
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An initial consultation with key County staff;
Ongoing review of relevant information about groundwater conditions and issues in Butte
County and the region, along with information related to SGMA and its implementation;
Observing meetings of the Northern Sacramento Valley Integrated Regional Water
Management Plan’s Technical Advisory Committee that addressed groundwater conditions;
Ongoing development of a list of potential participants for the assessment process;
Circulation of a letter approved by the County’s Department of Water and Natural
Resources introducing the assessment process;
Scheduling and conducting 13 interviews in a variety of formats involving over 46 people,
using a consistent set of questions; and
Preparing a draft report that was circulated to assessment participants for review and
comment back to our team.

KEY FINDINGS
The report presents Key Findings organized into eight categories or topics. While it is not
practical to present the Key Findings in their entirety here and much of the information is best
read in context, the following are provided as examples:






Butte County overlies portions of four sub-basins that are subject to SGMA: Vina, West
Butte, East Butte, and North Yuba. None of these lies entirely within Butte County, which
means that GSA formation potentially requires engagement with adjoining counties and
other local agencies.
GSA formation is relatively advanced in Butte County: most local agencies filed GSA
formation notices with the CA Department of Water Resources prior to or during the course
of this assessment. There are between two and 10 notices for each sub-basin, and in some
cases the notices indicate overlapping management areas that must be resolved. California
Water Service Company is eligible to participate in a GSA based on a written legal
agreement although, as an investor-owned water company, it cannot form its own GSA.
Tables 1 and 2 contain detailed information about local agency GSA filings.
SGMA implementation in Butte County is likely to be influenced by a variety of historical
events involving water resource management. These include the drought of the late 1980searly 1990s; one or more groundwater substitution transfers during that period and
reactions to those transfers; development of a groundwater model; passage of Measure G
in 1996 and adoption of a Groundwater Conservation ordinance and its codification in
Chapter 33; formation of the Department of Water and Resource Conservation in 1999; and
actions to support groundwater management prior to passage of SGMA in 2014.
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One important challenge for SGMA implementation will be basic differences in values and
beliefs about water resources in the County and region; these differences have been a
source of ongoing public disagreement and debate for at least two decades. SGMA offers an
opportunity to pursue more constructive public conversations and shared objectives
without abandoning values.
A relatively high level of reliable information about groundwater conditions is available as a
result of Butte County’s past planning and monitoring activities. The County and DWR are
both viewed as generally reliable sources of information. Knowledge of groundwater
conditions varies among water professionals, local agency representatives, key
stakeholders, and the general public.
There is a spectrum of understanding about SGMA’s requirements, authorities, milestones,
and deadlines across the County. It is particularly significant that SGMA knowledge appears
uneven among independent groundwater pumpers.
Access – or lack of access – to valuable surface water rights is a key factor for water
resource management in the County’s four sub-basins.
There are diverse and important interests that must be addressed through the GSA
formation process in order to build support for SGMA implementation.
Three basic models are useful for exploring different GSA formation options. These are:
o Model I: a single GSA that assumes all responsibilities and authorities for an entire
sub-basin, either a new legal entity or an existing entity;
o Model II: multiple GSAs in a single sub-basin, each assuming all responsibilities for
their service areas, linked through a coordination agreement; and
o Model III: a hybrid approach involving a centralized GSA that assumes some
authorities for an entire sub-basin and multiple GSAs that retain other authorities
for their service areas.
In all cases GSA formation should include practical considerations related to the purpose for
a GSA: preparing and implementing a GSP and achieving sustainability over time.

PRELIMINARY PROCESS OPTIONS
The report discusses in detail 11 options for a GSA formation process; these are intended for
individual consideration but could be combined into an integrated strategy. The overarching or
broadest option is a Butte County SGMA Implementation Forum that would serve as a focus for
diverse activities linked to GSA formation, GSP development, and SGMA implementation. One
early activity for a Forum would be initiating structured discussions among eligible local
agencies about GSA formation. The Forum would also serve as a focus for collaborative
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development of information needed for GSPs and effective public outreach and education
about SGMA implementation. Other process options include:






One or more networks for independent groundwater pumpers;
County conversations with groundwater users;
An education partnership with the Butte County Farm Bureau;
Engagement with environmental interests; and
Engaging the Water Commission.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The report offers Recommendations in four categories: GSA formation, public education and
outreach, related entities and structures, and Native American tribal interests. These are
presented below in their entirety.

GSA FORMATION
1. Butte County convenes a discussion among GSA-eligible local agencies in Butte County
following release of this assessment report. The discussion would be intended to evaluate
interest in specific GSA formation process options to support informed and timely decision
making, and would also address resolution of overlapping management areas, interests
related to basin boundary adjustments, and prospects for one or more GSPs.
2. Quickly evaluate interest in entering into a “cooperation MOU” among GSA eligible local
agencies; while seen as a useful step in other parts of the state, this option may have
limited value given Butte County’s relatively advanced stage of GSA formation.
3. Determine support for a SGMA Implementation Forum or similar structured public
discussion and make timely decisions about next steps.
4. Explore GSA formation concurrently with development of information for GSP preparation,
building on the groundwater model update, existing water management plans, and
integration of modeling across groundwater basins.
5. Pursue other steps based on outcomes of 1-4 above.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
1. Actively promote education and understanding about SGMA and its implementation across
Butte County. The specific strategies and methods will depend on decisions about GSA
formation recommendations (above). Ensure that technical information about groundwater
conditions that will be at the heart of GSP development is accessible and understandable
outside technical groups.
2. Regardless of GSA structure, ensure consistent and appropriate public accessibility and
transparency around GSA formation dialog and decision making.
3. Explore the potential for constructively engaging representatives of environmental
advocacy organizations in the SGMA implementation process on the basis of mutual
commitments to respectful dialog regardless of differences in values or perspectives.

RELATED ENTITIES AND STRUCTURES
1. Leverage opportunities to promote technical integration on a regional scale, such as the
groundwater model initiative funded by the California Water Foundation.
2. Coordinate and integrate any changes by Butte County to its water policy structure with
other SGMA implementation efforts.

NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBAL INTERESTS
1. Clarify potential Native American Tribal interests and appropriate next steps.
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PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
This assessment report has been prepared by Kearns & West, Inc. and HydroMetrics, Inc.
(collectively the “K&W Team”) under a contract with Butte County. It is intended to provide
insight into the key interests of stakeholders in Butte County related to formation of
Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) pursuant to the Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act (SGMA). In particular, the purpose is to assist the County, other local
agencies, and diverse stakeholders in clarifying and confirming a GSA structure for the four subbasins that underlie Butte County not later than June 30, 2017, as required by SGMA.
The SGMA was enacted by the California Legislature in August 2014, signed by Governor Brown
in September, and took effect January 1, 2015. The statute was amended during the 2015
legislative session and these amendments took effect January 1, 2016. The County and the
California Department of Water Resources (DWR) have taken significant steps to describe
SGMA’s requirements and support its implementation at the local level, as intended. This
report will not duplicate their efforts with a detailed description of SGMA’s adoption or the
history of its implementation to date. The annual Groundwater Status Report for 2015
prepared by the County’s Department of Water and Resource Conservation (the “Department”)
provides a useful summary,1 and DWR’s website offers extensive SGMA information.2
SGMA lays out a process and timeline to achieve sustainability (by 2040 or 2042) in each basin
that falls within its scope. One initial requirement is formation of a GSA by an “eligible local
agency” or combination of agencies: any local public agency that has water supply, water
management, or land use responsibilities within a covered groundwater basin. This report will
use the term “local agency” to refer to agencies located within Butte County that are eligible to

1

https://www.buttecounty.net/wrcdocs/WC/Agenda/160203/WC160203i04.pdf

2

http://www.water.ca.gov/cagroundwater/
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form their own GSA.3 Once formed, a GSA must adopt and implement a Groundwater
Sustainability Plan (GSP) for the basin, or portion of a basin, it is managing under SGMA. Each
basin must be covered in its entirety by a GSA; any uncovered areas are presumed to be
managed by the county as a GSA.
Given the significant changes and challenges associated with implementing SGMA, Butte
County contracted for preparation of this assessment report on GSA formation opportunities.
The County selected Kearns & West (and its subcontractor HydroMetrics) to conduct the
assessment following a competitive bid process. J. Michael Harty, a Principal with Kearns &
West, served as project lead, supported by Ben Gettleman and Briana Seapy. Laura Brown and
Derrik Williams were the HydroMetrics contributors.
This report is structured as follows:







Description of Work Performed
Findings
Preliminary Criteria for GSA Formation
Preliminary Process Options
Recommendations
Appendices

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED
The K&W Team planned and implemented this assessment effort through the following steps:
1. Initial consultation. We began the assessment during the fall of 2015 by consulting
extensively with the Director and Assistant Director of the Department, Paul Gosselin and Vickie
Newlin, about the history of groundwater management in the County, groundwater conditions

3

The status of California Water Service Company, an investor-owned utility, is discussed below.
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and trends, and stakeholders and members of the public who might contribute to an
assessment.
2. Review information. In addition to SGMA (as amended), the K&W Team identified and
reviewed relevant written information and other information from public sources including
extensive material available on the Butte County website and the DWR groundwater program
web pages.
3. Northern Sacramento Valley Integrated Regional Water Management Plan (NSV IRWMP).
At the Department’s suggestion the K&W Team attended meetings of the NSV Technical
Advisory Committee to meet potential assessment participants and gain insight into the role of
the IRWMP.
4. Stakeholder list. We developed a potential list of stakeholders for assessment interviews
based on input from diverse sources including interview participants. Potential interview
participants were organized into broad categories that include: surface water user,
independent agricultural groundwater pumper, cities, county departments, municipal
purveyors, adjoining counties, and not-for-profit organizations that included Farm Bureau and
environmental and conservation advocates.
5. Assessment introduction letter. We worked with the Department to prepare and circulate a
letter introducing our team and explaining the purpose for the assessment. A copy can be
found in Appendix B to this report.
5. Interviews. The K&W Team worked with the Department and interview participants directly
to schedule and coordinate interviews. Most of the interviews were in a small group format to
conserve project resources. In a few cases the team conducted more than one interview or
followed up with phone calls to continue discussions. We prepared an interview tool – a list of
topics and questions – that provided the framework for most interviews. A copy of the
interview tool can be found in Appendix C to this report. We ultimately conducted 13 group
interviews or follow up conversations in different formats involving over 46 people, as well as
numerous phone calls, and attended two NSV TAC meetings. All interviews were conducted on
the basis of confidentiality: no comments or views will be attributed to individuals or specific
organizations participating in interviews, but comments will be summarized broadly as themes
or findings for purposes of the report. In addition, we committed that names of assessment
9

participants who are not public employees or elected or appointed officials would only be
disclosed with permission.
6. Review of Draft Report. K&W circulated the draft report to assessment participants for
review and comments, with a particular focus on ensuring factual accuracy. We received a
limited number of comments, including suggestions for specific language. In addition to
considering each comment we incorporated a number of suggestions in this final version using
our independent judgment.

CASGEM Basin
Prioritization
SGMA’s requirements
for GSA formation and
GSP development apply
to basins identified as
“high” or “medium”
priority under the
California Statewide
Groundwater Basin
Elevation Monitoring
(CASGEM) system. West
Butte and East Butte
sub-basins are
prioritized as “high” and
Vina and North Yuba are
prioritized as “medium”
[Figure 1].
Figure 1. California Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring
(CASGEM) basin prioritization
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KEY FINDINGS
FINDING 1. BUTTE COUNTY SUB-BASINS SUBJECT TO SGMA
Butte County overlies portions of four subbasins that are subject to SGMA: Vina, West
Butte, East Butte, and North Yuba.
Each of the four sub-basins has been
categorized by DWR as either a High or
Medium priority basin in the CASGEM system.
None of the four sub-basins lies completely
within the political boundaries of Butte County
[Figure 2]:





Tehama County also overlies the Vina subbasin;
Glenn County and Colusa County also
overlie the West Butte sub-basin;
Sutter County also overlies the East Butte
sub-basin; and
Yuba County also overlies the North Yuba
sub-basin.

Figure 2. Butte County Sub-basins and overlapping
County jurisdictions.

FINDING 2. GSA-ELIGIBLE LOCAL AGENCIES IN BUTTE COUNTY
The relatively advanced status of GSA formation across Butte County is a key finding for this
report. As displayed in Table 1, most local agencies filed a GSA formation notice with DWR prior
to or during the course of this assessment. The highest number of GSA filings is for the East
Butte Sub-basin (10). The lowest number is for the Vina Sub-basin (2). The West Butte Subbasin has three (3) GSA filings, and the North Yuba Sub-basin has four (4). Three GSA notices
include jurisdiction extending into other counties (Glenn, Sutter). Table 2 displays GSA notice
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filings for the four sub-basins by agencies located outside of Butte County, or located in
multiple counties.
California Water Service Company (CalWater) is an investor-owned water company regulated
by the California Public Utilities Commission that provides water to the cities of Chico and
Oroville. While CalWater is not able to establish its own GSA under SGMA, it is eligible to
participate in a GSA pursuant to a memorandum of agreement or other legal agreement.4 This
report assumes CalWater will participate in the GSA structure for Butte County’s sub-basins.
Table 1. GSA-Eligible agency filings within the County of Butte

GSA Notices for Butte County
Sub-Basins (as of 2/26/2016)

GSA-eligible Local Agencies in Butte County

*Note: Agencies with filings that include service
areas outside of Butte County are indicated with an
‘asterisk’ and the adjacent County is identified.

North
Yuba
City of Biggs
Biggs-West Gridley Water District
 Service area includes Butte County, Sutter County
 Provides irrigation water supply from Feather River through Lake Oroville
Afterbay
 Part of Joint Districts Board – shared water right
Butte College

4

East
Butte


West
Butte


*Sutter
County


Sen. Fran Pavley, a SGMA co-author and author of SB 13 clarifying the ability of investor-owned water companies
to participate in GSAs, submitted a Senate journal letter stating that “[a]ny GSA that includes a geographic area
where water is provided by a water corporation regulated by the [CPUC] should include these water utilities as full
participating members.” (Sept. 11, 2015)
12

Vina

Butte Water District
 Service area includes Butte County, Sutter County
 Provides surface water supply from Feather River through Lake Oroville
Afterbay
 Owns GW wells in Sutter County only
 Part of Joint Districts Board – shared water right
 FRR Ag Water Management Plan
City of Chico
County of Butte
Durham Irrigation District
 Special District formed 1948
 Serves domestic water to approx. 450 customers from three wells
City of Gridley
City of Oroville
Richvale Irrigation District
 Serves irrigation water from Feather River through Lake Oroville Afterbay
 FRR Ag Water Management Plan
 Part of Joint Districts Board – shared water right
South Feather Water and Power Agency
 Formerly Oroville Wyandotte ID
 Public agency
 Provides irrigation and domestic water service
 Surface water supply from multiple diversions from the South Fork of the
Feather River
Thermalito Water and Sewer District
 Formerly Irrigation District
 Provides domestic water service
Western Canal Water District
 Provides irrigation water from surface supply from the Feather River
through Lake Oroville Afterbay.
 Additional water right for storage in Lake Almanor.
 FRR Ag Water Management Plan
Yuba County Water Agency
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*Sutter
County








Has not filed
















*Glenn
County




Table 2. GSA notice filings by eligible local agencies located outside Butte County

GSA-Eligible Local Agencies Outside Butte County Filing
Notices for Butte County Sub-Basins
*Asterisk indicates a local agency has filed within Butte County and an
adjacent county
City of Marysville
Cordua Irrigation District
Yuba County Water Agency*
City of Live Oak
Sutter Extension Water District
Butte Water District*
Biggs-West Gridley Water District*
Western Canal Water District*
Reclamation District No. 1004
County of Glenn
County of Colusa
Tehama County Flood Control and Water Conservation District

GSA Notices Filed for Butte
County Sub-Basins (as of 3/25/2016)
North
Yuba

East
Butte

West
Butte













Butte County’s GSA filing, based on its land use authority, includes the entire area of the county
(all four sub-basins). As a result there are multiple jurisdictional boundary overlaps that require
resolution at the local level, i.e., among the local agencies filing with DWR. Several other local
agency filings resulted in overlaps as well (related to a point of surface water diversion). The
existence of such overlaps may raise questions about the need for affected local agencies to refile their GSA formation notices with DWR. This report does not offer a legal opinion about the
current state of any GSA filing for a local agency within Butte County. That said, the status of
those filings – and resolving overlaps – is an important factor for confirming a GSA structure for
the County’s four sub-basins.
Given the information presented above, this assessment does not assume a blank slate about
GSA formation options and the future GSA structure for the County’s groundwater sub-basins.
Assessment interviews indicate that initial decisions to form GSAs reflected diverse interests
related to surface and groundwater use, financial and human resources, understanding of
14

Vina



SGMA, and concerns about managing responsibility for solving groundwater problems. The
filings appear to reflect a spectrum of commitment to operating as an independent or standalone GSA: some local agencies are fully prepared to be a GSA, while others chose to file more
as a conservative or defensive step, with the expectation that they might revisit that decision as
further information about potential costs and opportunities to achieve efficiencies becomes
available. For these reasons the GSA formation context is advanced but sufficiently fluid to offer
multiple options for the long term.

FINDING 3. PRE-SGMA BACKGROUND
The implementation of SGMA within Butte County’s boundaries will likely be influenced by
multiple historical events involving water resource management. This finding is supported both
by assessment interviews and review of background information. It is beyond the scope of this
report to provide a detailed history but key events include:









A drought in the late 1980s and early 1990s and responses to that drought;
One or more groundwater substitution transfers in the 1990s and a range of reactions
and perceptions about those transfers including litigation;
Also in the early 1990s, formation of the Butte Basin Water Users Association (BBWUA)
and the Butte-Sutter Basin Area Groundwater Users (B-SBAGU), and joint development
of a groundwater model. BBWUA members included water districts in Butte County,
CalWater, Butte County, and B-SBAGU;
Passage of Measure G in November 1996, “An Ordinance to Protect the Groundwater
Resources in Butte County;”
Adoption of the Groundwater Conservation ordinance by the Board of Supervisors and
its codification in Chapter 33 of the County Code ;
Formation of the Department of Water and Resource Conservation in 1999; and
Actions to support groundwater management by the County and other entities prior to
passage of SGMA (see Finding 4).

The Groundwater Conservation Ordinance contains extensive requirements that have shaped
the current approach to managing groundwater within the county. In particular, the Ordinance
requires a permit for any groundwater substitution transfer or transfer of groundwater outside
the County, subject to exceptions. The ordinance also established the County’s Water
Commission to review and rule on permit applications, as well as a technical advisory
15

committee to the Commission. There has not been any groundwater substitution transfer
program from Butte County since 1994.
Apart from the Groundwater Conservation Ordinance, Butte County entities have been actively
involved in a range of groundwater planning and management activities during the past two
decades:















Butte County adopted in 2005 and implemented a Groundwater Management Plan
pursuant to AB3030 for the areas under its jurisdiction not covered by another AB303 plan.
Other water agencies adopted Groundwater Management Plans for their respective
jurisdictions;
Butte County has established an extensive groundwater monitoring network and a
subsidence monitoring network in coordination with DWR. Butte County is the monitoring
and reporting agency for the California Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring
(CASGEM) program;
Six counties including Butte prepared a North Sacramento Valley Integrated Regional
Water Management Plan (NSV IRWMP) that was approved in April 2014; the NSV IRWMP
successfully competed for project funding from DWR under Prop 84 in 2014;
Surface water agencies located within Butte County participated in preparation and
implementation of a Feather River Regional Agricultural Water Management Plan;
CalWater prepared multiple Urban Water Management Plans;
Butte County assumed management of (and with grant funding began updating) the Butte
Basin Groundwater Model initially developed by the BBWUA;theCounty is in the process of
updating a county-wide water budget utilizing the groundwater model.
Since 2005, Butte County has administered the Basin Management Objective (BMO)
program under its Groundwater Management Plan. The BMO program utilizes a Water
Advisory Committee (WAC) comprised of stakeholders. The WAC provides a forum for
stakeholders to receive updates on the status of groundwater conditions and to inform the
County of local circumstances that affect groundwater conditions;
The County established a groundwater quality grid in the early 2000s to measure for saline
intrusion, consistent with Chapter 33;
The County has conducted several scientific research and analysis programs to improve the
understanding of groundwater recharge and the characteristics of its sub-basins.

Butte County’s history suggests both strengths and challenges for SGMA implementation. The
strengths include concrete examples of water users cooperating on water management issues
16

and the existence of a useful, updated groundwater model. Challenges include building public
understanding about SGMA’s sustainability goal and specific requirements, and ensuring public
dialog, input, and decision making are informed primarily by accurate information.
This second challenge is linked to basic differences in values and beliefs about water resources
in the County and the region. Water transfers, water rights, and the appropriate uses of surface
and groundwater have been ongoing sources of public disagreement and debate for at least
two decades according to interviews.5 This report makes no judgments about the merits of any
values shared during interviews. SGMA implementation offers opportunities to set aside past
conflicts without abandoning core values and pursue more constructive public conversations
around water resource management. The processes for GSA formation and GSP development
will be enriched to the extent individuals and organizations take advantage of opportunities to
move beyond past disagreements.

FINDING 4. AWARENESS OF GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS IN BUTTE
COUNTY’S FOUR SUB-BASINS
Interviews confirm that as a result of the history of planning and monitoring activities described
in Finding 3 a relatively high level of reliable information about groundwater conditions is
available. The level of awareness and understanding of groundwater conditions varies among
local agencies, other stakeholders, and the broader public.

5

Water transfers have been a primary source of disagreement, particularly groundwater substitution transfers
covered by Chapter 33. As noted above, no permit request under Chapter 33 has been filed with the Water
Commission, let alone reviewed or acted on; in other words, there is no evidence of any groundwater substitution
transfer subject to Chapter 33. Other water transfers not covered by Chapter 33 have occurred, e.g., fallowing. The
public debate has not been consistent with these facts according to interviews, and reflects important differences
in values and beliefs about water resource management.
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Butte County and DWR are both viewed as generally reliable sources of information about
groundwater conditions across stakeholder categories.6 The County prepares an annual
Groundwater Status report that is publicly available and DWR provides extensive technical
information about regional groundwater conditions. The County and DWR cooperate on a
system of monitoring wells, and the County also has a subsidence monitoring network in place.
Water district representatives expressed confidence in their understanding of groundwater
conditions within their jurisdictions. Customers of CalWater also expressed confidence in the
information they receive about groundwater conditions.
Despite extensive available information, detailed understanding of groundwater conditions
across the four sub-basins appears limited to a relatively small number of water professionals
according to interviews. Understanding appears to vary widely among independent
groundwater pumpers. Awareness and understanding among representatives of local
environmental advocacy organizations also appear variable: some representatives are factbased and accept as accurate technical information provided by DWR and the County, while
others emphasize doubts or focus on longstanding values or policy disagreements. In general,
long-term drawdowns of groundwater levels are viewed as the biggest problem to be
addressed under SGMA. Subsidence, which is also covered by SGMA, is not generally viewed as
an urgent issue.
This finding suggests the need for a comprehensive, long-term commitment to public outreach
and education as part of SGMA implementation.

6

In contrast, DWR is viewed as relatively less forthcoming with reliable information about surface water use,
including transfers, by some stakeholders.
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FINDING 5. SGMA KNOWLEDGE – GENERAL, GSA REQUIREMENTS, GSP
REQUIREMENTS
Approximately a year after SGMA took effect, interviews indicate there is a spectrum of
understanding about the statute’s requirements, authorities, milestones, and deadlines across
the County. Water professionals, including Department staff and water district managers, are
well informed, as are their consultants. The level of SGMA knowledge understandably appears
to vary among elected officials, agency staff who are not water professionals, and members of
water districts. However, this assessment did not include a structured survey to test such
knowledge. Interviews did not offer any reliable evaluation of SGMA understanding among the
broader public, or even in different parts of the County.
Interviews also suggest that understanding of SGMA varies significantly among independent
agricultural groundwater pumpers. The Farm Bureau has become an important source of
information for its diverse membership. While no single organization currently represents
independent groundwater pumpers or has the task of providing reliable information to them,
the Farm Bureau is working with some independent pumpers to meet those needs.
Other findings about SGMA knowledge include:




The IRWM NSV TAC has been a source of regular educational briefings regarding SGMA
The Butte County Water Commission has been briefed regularly on SGMA
Drought conditions have been a higher priority than SGMA implementation for many in
agriculture

FINDING 6. KEY INTERESTS RELATED TO WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Interviews suggest three broad categories of interests or themes related to water resource
management in the County and region. Two reflect important differences, and one suggests a
broad area of agreement.
1. Access to valuable surface water rights – or lack of access – is a key factor for water resource
management in the four sub-basins. In general, surface water rights are held by water districts
located mainly in the East Butte sub-basin. Western Canal serves surface water in a portion of
the West Butte sub-basin; no water district serves surface water for agriculture in the Vina sub19

basin. In the North Yuba sub-basin South Feather Water and Power Agency has surface water
rights on the South Fork of the Feather River; other diverters have rights on tributary streams.
Growers in these districts also have access to groundwater wells to provide flexibility of supply.
This has become increasingly important as the current drought has continued and surface
water districts have been curtailed under their settlement contracts and other orders from the
State Water Resources Control Board. Growers located outside the districts generally do not
have surface water rights, which means that they are entirely dependent on groundwater.
2. As noted earlier, some local environmental and conservation advocates have longstanding
concerns about a failure to sustainably manage water resources, both surface and
groundwater. These concerns include transfers of surface and groundwater for uses outside of
the four sub-basins, a lack of attention to environmental uses of water such as riparian habitat,
and disagreement about the approaches to modeling and planning. These concerns include a
lack of confidence – or trust – that all relevant information is being shared and that public
statements are accurate. As long as such concerns persist they have the potential to affect
SGMA implementation.
At the same time, interviews suggest that developing and sharing reliable technical information
about water resources, and integrating that information into decision-making, is a regional
priority that is not limited to the County (or DWR staff). The NSV TAC is cited as a forum that
reflects this priority; the Water Commission and Water Advisory Committee are other
examples.
3. Interviews consistently referenced a sense of being pitted against “the rest of the state”
regarding water supplies. Regardless of other local conflicts or disagreements, there is a sense
of a broad regional interest in conserving and even protecting water resources from
appropriation by water users located south of the Delta. This perception includes people from
diverse backgrounds, including agricultural irrigators, elected officials, and even some
environmental advocates.
A small number of people suggested that there were fundamental conflicts between the
interests of urban areas and agriculture in the County. This view was not broadly shared across
interviews, however, and was largely discounted when we raised it.
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FINDING 7. KEY INTERESTS RELATED TO GSA FORMATION
Numerous interests related to GSA formation – and to future decision-making involving GSP
development and implementation – emerged from interviews. The following list is intended to
be broadly inclusive of different perspectives and does not reflect any prioritization:




















Meeting SGMA requirements
Ensuring all GSA-eligible local agencies have a voice or seat at the table even if they
ultimately choose to participate in a different GSA
Addressing overlaps of local agency service areas reflected in GSA filings with DWR
Addressing interests related to possible basin boundary adjustments as part of GSA
formation
Ensuring that all key interests and concerns are reflected in decision-making structures and
arrangements, including interests of individuals and organizations not directly represented
in a GSA, and that those structures are transparent and understandable
Maintaining land use authority: county, cities
A commitment to reliable, understandable, and accessible technical and scientific
information
Emphasizing efficiency and simplicity, and effectively identifying and deploying the diverse
assets and experience available across the County, to reduce costs
Avoiding the need to impose a fee structure if at all possible, and in any event distributing
costs equitably so that no single local agency bears a disproportionate share
Maintaining control over valuable surface water rights that contribute to overall supply
Maintaining ability to independently make farming decisions
Educating groundwater users about key aspects of SGMA implementation
Limiting responsibility for solving groundwater problems caused by actions of others
Considering key requirements for GSP development when forming GSAs
Ensuring that regional solutions are sufficiently local
Ensuring public accountability in GSA decision making through the Board of Supervisors
(County seen as understanding the interests of independent pumpers)
Openly addressing concerns about who will define “sustainability”
Encouraging a more constructive, respectful, and positive public dialog among
environmental advocates, local agencies, and other stakeholders
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FINDING 8. GSA MODELS7
Three basic models or structures for GSAs have been presented and discussed extensively since
SGMA took effect. Figures 3, 4, and 5 depict each of these basic models: a single or centralized
GSA; multiple or distributed GSAs linked by a coordination agreement; and a hybrid or
combination GSA structure. The K&W Team used these three models during assessment
interviews as the basis for exploring the interests and perspectives of stakeholders about GSA
formation for Butte County’s four sub-basins.8

Figure 3. GSA Formation Model I: Centralized GSA

7

As noted above, multiple eligible local agencies have filed GSA notices with DWR, and this report’s discussion of
GSA models and possibilities is not intended to undermine or contradict those filings.
8

This report does not address the potential interest of any Native American Tribe related to SGMA. These should
be clarified in a future step, as discussed below under Recommendations.
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Figure 5. GSA Formation Model II: Distributed GSAs

Figure 4. GSA Formation Model III: Hybrid GSA Structure
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GSA formation should not be examined as an isolated event or activity. The purpose for GSAs is to
prepare and implement GSPs and, over time, achieve sustainability. Discussions about GSA formation
should include practical considerations related to GSP development. The prevailing view is that there are
three possible configurations of GSAs – GSPs:

 One Basin – Single GSA – Single GSP
 One Basin – Multiple GSAs – Single GSP
 One Basin – Multiple GSAs – Multiple GSPs – Single GSP Submitting Agency
In the second and third configurations, multiple GSAs or GSPs require “coordination” (see
Figure 6).
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“Discussions
about GSA
formation
should include
practical
considerations
related to GSP
development.”

Figure 6. Example structures for GSA formation and GSP development.9

The final GSA structure for Butte County’s four sub-basins must address the entire area of each
sub-basin: it cannot be limited to the area located inside the county’s boundaries. One
important consideration is the potential for basin boundary adjustments. The California Water
Commission adopted final regulations governing boundary adjustments in October 2015, and
the potential for one or more adjustments was raised in multiple assessment interviews. Butte
County and other local agencies and organizations in the NSV region recently urged DWR to
extend the deadline for filing such requests beyond April 1, 2015, possibly until 2018 or 2019.

9

Source: DWR slide
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Model I: Single GSA
In concept a single GSA model offers potential benefits: a single GSP, sharing of costs, and
efficiency.10 Looking across Butte County there is some interest in the possibility of a single GSA
responsible for all four sub-basins. This interest is tempered by the implications of the multiple
GSA notices filed with DWR by local agencies within the County.
Looking outside the County there is at least one significant challenge: how to achieve a single
GSA across county boundaries? A single GSA model for each sub-basin, using current basin
boundaries, would require multiple agreements between or among Butte, Tehama, Glenn,
Colusa, and Sutter Counties as well as other eligible local agencies. Assessment interviews did
not reveal significant support for using an existing entity, such as the IRWMP, as a “regional”
GSA. To the extent that GSAs can evolve over time in response to changing requirements it is
conceivable that a single GSA model could evolve in the future, perhaps a “super” GSA covering
multiple sub-basins across the region. Based on assessment interviews, however, the efficiency
and cost-savings available from a single GSA model for all four sub-basins located within the
County appear outweighed by the complexity of negotiations, the numerous GSA notice filings,
and the June 30, 2017 deadline for GSA formation. Whether a single GSA might emerge for
individual sub-basins is a different question, and merits attention and discussion as part of
future steps.

Model II: Distributed GSAs and Coordination Agreement(s)
Assuming all GSA notices filed to date remain effective and any jurisdictional conflicts are
resolved, Model 2 resembles the current situation in the County’s four sub-basins. The practical
challenges for GSA formation and GSP development vary across the sub-basins. There are three
GSAs in the Butte County portion of the West Butte sub-basin. These GSAs could prepare a
single GSP, or coordinated GSPs, covering Butte County’s portions of the sub-basin. In addition,
they would be required to coordinate GSPs with other GSAs in the Colusa County and Glenn

10

Tehama County has taken steps to adopt a single GSA structure.
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County portions of the sub-basin. The East Butte Sub-basin presents a more complex challenge:
10 GSA notices were filed within Butte County’s portion, and Sutter County GSAs must be part
of coordination for the entire sub-basin.
Under Model II each GSA carries out all SGMA responsibilities and exercises all SGMA
authorities itself. SGMA does not draw a bright line about the number of GSAs that can
effectively coordinate on GSP development and implementation, and DWR is not issuing
regulations that directly address GSA formation. However, questions have been raised about
whether there may be a practical limit.
One important factor for any local agency is the potential need for fees as part of a GSA
structure. Some people expressed the view that a strict Model II structure would be the least
efficient and potentially more likely to require fees, but this view was not unanimous. A number
of local agency representatives advised that they needed to see DWR’s GSP regulations in order
to better understand potential responsibilities and costs before making further decisions about
a GSA structure.11 Based on assessment interviews, it appears that there is potential for
discussions among Butte County local agencies about a more efficient and cost-effective GSA
structure as long as other key interests are addressed. There appear to be opportunities for two
or more local agencies to form a single, new GSA entity that enters into a coordination
agreement with other GSAs. Assessment interviews confirmed this view but did not point to a
particular structure as being more likely.

Model III: Hybrid or Combination GSA
This model allows local agencies flexibility to choose among responsibilities to delegate to
another GSA and those to retain. A group of GSAs have the ability to either create a new entity
that would be jointly governed, or potentially designate an existing GSA to carry out additional
responsibilities. For example, a GSA may prefer to delegate responsibilities for stakeholder

11

DWR issued draft GSP regulations on February 18, 2016, for comment.
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outreach and communication, GSP development, and certain aspects of GSP implementation to
a “centralized” GSA, and to retain other responsibilities and authorities such as approval of a
GSP and enforcement. Model III has the potential to accommodate interests in maintaining
control and exercising some independent authority, while encouraging cost efficiency through
centralization. That said, costs are a fundamental consideration for any hybrid GSA, and
interviews did not suggest support for imposing fees in order to cover costs of this approach.
Based on assessment interviews there is interest in exploring the potential for this type of
arrangement for Butte County’s sub-basins. No preferred structure emerged from interview
discussions. One approach might involve creating a new entity for joint decision making among
participating GSAs, such as final approval of a GSP, while GSP development is coordinated
among the GSAs. Another approach might involve a formal agreement designating Butte
County as the lead entity for GSP development, stakeholder outreach, and reporting, with
provisions for participation in decision making by other GSAs.12 There clearly would be cost
allocation issues to resolve for any hybrid structure: neither the County nor any other local
agency has indicated any interest in incurring additional costs or imposing fees.
This report does not take a position for against these or other possible configurations; they are
mentioned here solely to promote discussion and understanding about options.

PRELIMINARY CRITERIA FOR GSA FORMATION
The following are preliminary criteria identified through the assessment interviews that could
inform discussions and decision-making about a GSA structure involving one or more GSAs.
1. Maximize the value of familiar and effective regional structures and relationships

12

This is only a hypothetical and should not be interpreted as indicating County support.
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2. Acknowledge all key interests of eligible local agencies related to SGMA implementation to
promote opportunities for integration, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness
3. Respect legally recognized rights, including water rights, and interests in protecting those
rights
4. Anticipate and integrate GSP requirements into decision making
5. Make use of basin boundary adjustments and address service area overlaps
6. Comply with SGMA and regulations
7. Provide flexibility to adapt to future circumstances
8. Identify opportunities to address interests of non-GSA stakeholders
9. Ensure that any costs are distributed equitably and avoid fees if at all possible
10. Respect mutual interests in maintaining independent decision making that reflects expertise
and experience, both agricultural and urban, to the greatest extent possible.13

PRELIMINARY PROCESS OPTIONS FOR GSA FORMATION
As requested by the County, we developed a set of “process options” that could be part of a
path toward confirming a GSA framework for the four sub-basins. The options are intended to
be considered individually, but also could be combined into an integrated strategy, possibly as

13

A recent report on designing effective GSAs prepared by a group of mainly academic authors identified other
possible criteria not specifically linked to Butte County stakeholder interests. The report is available at:
https://www.law.berkeley.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/CLEE_GroundwaterGovernance_2016-03-08.pdf.
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part of a broad Forum (see below). We offer these as a way of focusing discussions and
promoting concrete steps, and not as a prescription.
1. ELIGIBLE LOCAL AGENCY DIALOG. Convene a dialog among representatives of all eligible local
agencies that filed a GSA notice (or intend to) soon after release of this assessment report, and
include CalWater in light of its ability to participate in a GSA. Ensure an appropriate opportunity
for the public to observe, and consider engaging with specific stakeholders, e.g., independent
groundwater users, as part of the dialog. Focus on (1) perspectives on different GSA models, (2)
current GSA management area overlaps and possible solutions, (3) GSA formation process
options, (4) perspectives on GSP development for each sub-basin, (5) other key interests linked
to different structures and processes, and (6) recommendations. Explore the level of interest in
a GSA structure that would be an alternative to Model II. Identify support for one or more GSA
formation process options, including options not included in the assessment report. This may
be a two-part conversation that requires reporting back to decision makers. If so, ensure that
this occurs quickly in order to maximize time for next steps.
2. COOPERATION MOU. Explore the utility of Butte County local agencies entering into a
“cooperation MOU” as an explicit commitment to exploring options for meeting diverse
interests. See Appendix E for example. This could potentially be extended to include multiple
counties. There are past regional examples of cooperation to promote prospects for receiving
grant funding, for example. This MOU would link to specific GSA formation discussions.
3. INDEPENDENT GROUNDWATER PUMPER NETWORK. Independent agricultural pumpers
establish one or more networks to improve communication about SGMA requirements and
developments and organize steps to ensure their shared interests are reflected in GSA
formation and GSP development and implementation. There appear to be multiple
opportunities: efforts are underway to develop a network in coordination with the Farm
Bureau; a network might also be focused on a specific GSA or local area, or it might be based on
shared values or perspectives of members.
4. COUNTY CONVERSATIONS WITH GROUNDWATER USERS. To the extent these are not
duplicative, the County and local partners would plan and conduct up to three public
workshops or meetings across the County focused on communicating with domestic well
owners, small community water systems, and independent agricultural pumpers. The goals
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would be to promote education and understanding about SGMA, GSA formation, and GSP
development, and to learn about key interests and concerns.
5. BUTTE COUNTY SGMA IMPLEMENTATION FORUM. Establish a Butte County SGMA
Implementation Forum that would serve as a focus for diverse activities linked to SGMA
implementation. The Forum would be jointly sponsored by Butte County and other partners,
and would be appropriately open and inclusive of stakeholders and the public. One early focus
would be structured discussions among eligible local agencies about GSA formation (Option 1).
The Forum would explore the potential for a GSA structure that addresses key interests of (1)
all eligible local agencies in the County’s four sub-basins (including CalWater), and (2) other key
stakeholders, including independent groundwater pumpers, water purveyors, and
environmental and conservation organizations. The Forum initially would also serve as a focus
for collaborative development of information needed for one or more GSPs and effective public
outreach and education about SGMA implementation. As GSP development becomes more of a
priority, the Forum would provide opportunities for integration of data, development of a
water budget, dialog about measurable objectives, and engagement with diverse interests as
required by SGMA. The Forum could also provide an opportunity to engage with Native
American tribes regarding their SGMA-related interests, if any (See Option 11).
The structure of a Forum would reflect a balance of key interests identified in this report. That
balance would in turn reflect:
 The role of local agencies in forming GSAs under SGMA;
 The importance of eliminating management area overlaps, addressing proposals to
adjust basin boundaries, and confirming a GSA structure not later than June 30, 2017;
 The interests of some local agencies in being stand-alone or independent GSAs that
might prepare their own GSPs;
 The interests of non-local agency stakeholders in participating in public dialog about
SGMA implementation and ensuring that their perspectives are part of GSA formation;
 The importance of ongoing public education about SGMA; and
 The value of regional water management and need to engage across county boundaries.
Forum partners would establish initial progress milestones and decision points consistent with
the need to complete GSA formation by June 30, 2017. It is likely that local agencies would
need to reach at least preliminary agreements about a GSA structure by September 2016. Local
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agency decision makers likely would need to take up final deliberations on a specific GSA
structure not later than April 1, 2017. The period between September 1 and April 1 would be
available to work out the details of proposed arrangements, e.g., negotiation of MOU or JPA
arrangements.
Figure 7 is a graphic presentation of a Forum concept for discussion.

Figure 7. Example concept for SGMA Implementation Forum.

6. INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS. Continue informal discussions among local agencies, stakeholder
organizations, and individuals as helpful about resolving management area overlaps, possible
basin boundary adjustments, and interests to be addressed in an overall GSA structure as well
as key information for GSP development. These discussions would have the broad purpose of
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identifying opportunities for an alternative to a Model II structure both for individual sub-basins
and the entire County.
7. EDUCATION PARTNERSHIP WITH BUTTE COUNTY FARM BUREAU. The Farm Bureau has a
diverse membership and is an important source of information about water resource
management in the county, including SGMA. Explore the potential for a joint initiative involving
the County, Farm Bureau, and potentially other stakeholders focused on education about GSA
formation and SGMA implementation. This type of partnership could potentially be part of the
broader SGMA Forum.
8. ENGAGE ENVIRONMENTAL INTERESTS. Multiple interests can be served by identifying
opportunities to meaningfully and appropriately engage representatives of environmental
organizations early in the process of SGMA implementation. One challenge to overcome will be
the recent negative history of interactions among key interest groups around water resource
issues. These interactions have been characterized by disagreement, conflict, adversarial
positioning, and a notable decline in constructive dialog, according to interviews. This report
takes no position about responsibility for this history. In the long run, SGMA implementation for
Butte County’s four sub-basins will benefit from broad engagement that is respectful despite
differences in values or perspectives. Successful engagement requires mutual commitments to
respectful and constructive interaction, and the potential for such commitments could be a
threshold topic to explore.
9. ENGAGE THE WATER COMMISSION. Explore potential roles for the Water Commission in
SGMA implementation and opportunities for meaningful input from diverse stakeholders
around the county. The potential value of a SGMA-focused advisory group, such as Colusa
County’s Private Pumper Advisory Committee to the Groundwater Commission, may merit
discussion.
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Figure 8. Butte County’s existing water resources and policy structure.

10. MAXIMIZE IRWM OPPORTUNITIES. Continue using the IRWM structure, and the NSV TAC in
particular, as forums for communication and cross-fertilization about SGMA implementation.
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Figure 9. NSV IRM Board Organizational Structure

11. UNDERSTAND RELEVANT INTERESTS OF NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES. SGMA includes specific
guidance related to the interests of Native American Tribes in groundwater. A federally
recognized tribe, while a sovereign nation, may voluntarily agree to participate in preparation
of a groundwater sustainability plan under SGMA. This option involves steps to understand the
nature of Native American tribal interests related to the four sub-basins that fall with SGMA, if
any, and coordination with other GSA-eligible local agencies to develop an approach to
addressing those interests that is consistent with both federal and state law and respectful of
tribal sovereignty. The primary focus would include:






Berry Creek Rancheria of Maidu Indians
Enterprise Rancheria of Maidu Indians
Greenville Rancheria of Maidu Indians
Mechoopda Indian Tribe of Chico Rancheria, and
Mooretown Rancheria of Maidu Indians
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RECOMMENDATIONS: GSA FORMATION
1. Butte County convenes a discussion among GSA-eligible local agencies in Butte County
following release of this assessment report. The discussion would be intended to evaluate
interest in specific GSA formation process options to support informed and timely decision
making, and would also address resolution of overlapping management areas, interests
related to basin boundary adjustments, and prospects for one or more GSPs.
2. Quickly evaluate interest in entering into a “cooperation MOU” among GSA eligible local
agencies; it may have limited utility given Butte County’s relatively advanced stage of GSA
formation.
3. Determine support for a SGMA Implementation Forum or similar structured public
discussion and make timely decisions about next steps.
4. Explore GSA formation concurrently with development of information for GSP preparation,
building on the groundwater model update, existing water management plans, and
integration of modeling across groundwater basins.
5. Pursue other steps based on outcomes of 1-4 above.

RECOMMENDATIONS: PUBLIC EDUCATION AND
OUTREACH
1. Actively promote education and understanding about SGMA and its implementation across
Butte County. The specific strategies and methods will depend on decisions about GSA
formation recommendations (above). Ensure that technical information about groundwater
conditions that will be at the heart of GSP development is accessible and understandable
outside technical groups.
2. Regardless of GSA structure, ensure consistent and appropriate public accessibility and
transparency around GSA formation dialog and decision making.
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3. Explore the potential for constructively engaging representatives of environmental advocacy
organizations in the SGMA implementation process on the basis of mutual commitments to
respectful dialog regardless of differences in values or perspectives.

RECOMMENDATIONS: RELATED ENTITIES AND
STRUCTURES
1. Leverage opportunities to promote technical integration on a regional scale, such as the
groundwater model initiative funded by the California Water Foundation.
2. Coordinate and integrate any changes by Butte County to its water policy structure with
other SGMA implementation efforts.

RECOMMENDATIONS: NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBAL
INTERESTS
1. Clarify potential Native American Tribal interests and appropriate next steps.
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ABOUT KEARNS & WEST
Kearns & West, Inc. is a woman-owned small business established in 1984. K&W staff located in
San Francisco, Portland (OR), Davis (CA), and Washington, DC provide services in two areas:
Collaborative Solutions and Strategic Communications. The Collaborative Solutions practice
covers a full spectrum of conflict resolution and management and collaborative decision making
services, including assessment, process design, mediation, facilitation, coaching, outreach and
engagement, and policy development. Subject matter experience includes water resources,
marine, renewable energy, flood, endangered species, and public lands. The primary point of
contact for this report is J. Michael Harty. He can be reached in the Davis office at 530-298-7111
or jmharty@kearnswest.com.

ABOUT HYDROMETRICS
HydroMetrics Water Resources Inc. is a water resources consulting firm providing
hydrogeologic and integrated groundwater management and development services.
HydroMetrics WRI is one of the few groundwater-focused consulting firms in Northern
California, with a sizeable staff of hydrologists, hydrogeologists, engineers, and water
management policy professionals. HydroMetrics WRI specializes in groundwater sustainability
assessments and planning at a regional scale and implementing groundwater projects to
improve reliability and sustainability.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED
The following table describes Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA)-eligible local agency
representatives and other interested parties that participated in assessment interviews. All
content is subject to confirmation with participants prior to final report.

Sub-basin(s)
of Interest
West Butte,
Vina

All

West Butte,
East Butte
East Butte

Agency, Organization, or
Individuals
City of Chico

Butte County: Board of
Supervisors, Department of
Water and Resource
Conservation, other county
departments, Water
Commission, WAC
Western Canal WD
City of Biggs

East Butte,
North Yuba

City of Oroville

East Butte

City of Gridley

East Butte
East Butte

Biggs-West Gridley WD
Butte WD

Elected Official, Staff, or
Individual Name(s) – in process
regarding confidentiality
Mark Sorenson, Mayor
Sean Morgan, Vice Mayor
Ann Schwab, City Council
Erik Gustafson, Public Works Director
Supervisor Steve Lambert (liaison to
Board)
Water Comm’n Chair – George Barber
WAC Chair – Lee Heringer
County Staff
Ted Trimble, GM
Board members
Roger Firth, Mayor
Mark Sorenson, City Manager
Trin Campos, City Engineer
Ed Kriz, Consulting Engineer
Marlene DelRosario, City Council
Donald Rust, City Administrator
Rick Walls, City Engineer
Bruce Nash, City Engineer
Dean Price, City Administrator
Bruce Johnson, Vice Mayor
Donna Decker, Planning Consultant
Gene Massa, GM
Mark Orme, Manager
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Date(s)
12/11/15; other

Multiple

11/16/15
12/11/15

12/11/15

12/11/15

11/16/15
11/16/15

East Butte
East Butte
North Yuba
East, West
Butte
East, West
Butte
All
North Yuba,
West Butte,
Vina
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All

Richvale ID
Thermalito Water and Sewer
District
South Feather Water and
Power
Del Oro Water Company

Sean Earley, GM
Chris Heindell, Engineer

11/16/15
11/5/15

Michael Glaze, GM

11/5/15

Bob Fortino

11/5/15

Paradise Irrigation District

George Barber

11/5/15

Butte County Farm Bureau

Colleen Cecil, Executive Director
Board members

10/26/15

California Water Service
Company

Greg Milleman, Pete Bonacich, Greg
Silva, Toni Ruggle

Independent agricultural
pumpers

Multiple

Butte Environmental Council
AquaAlliance
Sacramento River
Preservation Trust
Citizens Water Watch of
Northern California
Butte-Sutter Basin Area
Groundwater Users

Tehama, Glenn, Colusa,
Sutter Counties

Robyn DiFalco
Carol Perkins
Jim Brobeck
[Pending confirmation]
Marty Dunlap
Barbara Hennigan
Tony St. Amant
John Scott
County Water Resources staff
members, DWR staff
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11/5/15

Multiple
11/17/15
11/17/15
11/17/15
11/17/15
11/17/15
11/17/15
11/17/15
11/18/15

APPENDIX B: MATERIALS
The following letter provided interviewees an overview of SGMA and relevant assessment topics
and explained the purpose of the survey.
Description of SGMA GSA Interest Assessment for Butte County
This document introduces the Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA) assessment process that
Kearns & West (K&W) has been contracted to conduct for Butte County. It is intended to promote
understanding of the purpose for the assessment along with the process, broad themes, and basic
guidelines. This description is not intended to be a rigid set of rules – the K&W team will make choices
based on its independent professional judgment throughout the assessment process.
Assessments typically involve a series of structured interviews, either individual or in small groups,
conducted in-person or via telephone or videoconference. Decisions about who is interviewed depend
on multiple factors. In general, the purpose is to gain insight into a full, representative range of
significant and relevant interests, concerns, and perspectives. The assessment team uses a standard set
of questions in order to make meaningful comparisons across participants. Each interview may cover
slightly different ground depending on priorities. The assessment team typically prepares a report that
includes findings, options, and recommendations while protecting the confidentiality of individual
responses.
Butte County overlies all or part of four groundwater sub-basins subject to the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). In the latter part of 2015 the County contracted with Kearns &
West to design and conduct an independent assessment of stakeholder interests, concerns,
opportunities, and common ground regarding SGMA that covers all four sub-basins. As part of the
assessment, K&W is contracted to explore the interest and capacity of Groundwater Sustainability
Agency-eligible entities to serve as GSAs or coordinate with a County GSA. K&W’s scope also includes
identifying decision making criteria and a framework for selecting and forming GSAs, along with
governance options. Consistent with the project budget, K&W will interview stakeholder
representatives from municipalities, eligible water and irrigation districts, independent groundwater
users (agricultural and domestic), and other interested members of the community.
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J. Michael Harty and Ben Gettleman are the K&W team conducting the SGMA assessment. They will
be interviewing stakeholders around the County beginning in late October and running into early
December. The assessment interviews likely will include the following broad topics:


Condition of sub-basin



Familiarity with SGMA and its key requirements including GSA formation



Key organization interests as they relate to GSA formation and groundwater governance



Review key responsibilities and authorities of a GSA



Review three basic GSA models for alignment of interests



Stakeholder engagement

Interviews are likely to include stakeholder representatives from the following interest categories:


Farm Bureau workgroup



Groundwater users



Municipal water purveyors



Butte County departments



Surface water districts



Environmental NGOs



Neighboring counties



Cities



County supervisors

K&W will prepare a report based on the assessment interviews that includes findings, options, and
recommendations. The final assessment report will be available to the public.
Assessment participants can contact either Mike or Ben directly via email for additional information
about the process and schedule:
jmharty@kearnswest.com

and

bgettleman@kearnswest.com
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APPENDIX C: STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT
The following outline served as the primary assessment tool for Butte County stakeholder
interviews.
ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS/SCRIPT FOR BUTTE COUNTY
Interviewee: ________________________________
KW staff doing interview:

Date:

Introduction (including purpose, etc.)
Explain KW task, role, scope
1.
KW is under contract to Butte County to conduct an assessment of key interests related to GSA
formation and prepare a report that includes potential options and recommendations for future
governance and ongoing stakeholder engagement. The final report will be available to the public.
2.
We have prepared a written description of the assessment process (provide).
3.
We are reaching out to qualifying “local agencies” under the SGMA and some other
stakeholders including independent groundwater pumpers as part of our initial assessment phase.
We will also be interviewing a group of environmental advocacy organizations.
Address confidentiality
Address County role as convener/sponsor, and as possible observer
 At your invitation
 If concerns won’t observe
 No notes
 Limitations on report back
Would it be helpful as part of today’s discussion to review key requirements, milestones and deadlines
established by the SGMA for:
 GSA formation?
 GSP development?
 Achieving sustainable GW management?
VN can provide a 15-minute summary
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PART ONE
Information about Organization or Local Agency being interviewed
Are you talking with us today as a representative of a SGMA qualifying “local agency?” If so, confirm
agency name.
Confirm sub-basin(s) of interest

[See maps/charts]

Butte County overlies some or all of four sub-basins: Vina, West Butte, East Butte, and North Yuba
Which of these sub-basins does your local agency overlie? OR
Which of these sub-basins are of particular interest to your agency/you, and why?
Condition of sub-basin
 How confident is your local agency that you understand the physical condition of your subbasin?
o Elevations
o Well performance
o SW stream flows over the past 5-10 years
o Subsidence
o Water quality
o Recharge potential (and loss)?
 Do you have any advice or perspective about which sources provide the most reliable or most
useful information about sub-basin conditions?
 What are sources of uncertainty about conditions, if any?
Confirm any anticipated adjustments to sub-basin boundaries
 Does your local agency or organization have any views about potential basin boundary
adjustments? If so, please share these.
 NOTE DWR DRAFT REGS are out
Confirm familiarity with SGMA and its key requirements including GSA formation (brief)




What sources have your relied on to gather information about the SGMA?
What sources of information have been most useful about the SGMA generally?
Do you have any advice or perspective about which sources provide the most reliable or most
useful information?
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Determine any local agency action to date on GSA formation






To what extent has your local agency or organization addressed or discussed the SGMA, i.e.,
informally, casual conversations, agendized meetings, formal public meetings, public workshops
or other events?
Has your local agency or organization taken action related to GSA formation? What are the
reasons?
Has your governing board provided official direction regarding GSA formation? What are the
reasons?
Is your governing board deferring discussion or action? What are the reasons?
PART TWO

Key organizational interests as they relate to GSA formation and groundwater governance in your subbasin(s)
 Do you have any thoughts about the SGMA’s explicit preference for local management of
groundwater resources?
 Please identify the key interests of your local agency (or organization) as they relate to GSA
formation.
o Draw out as many interests as possible; okay to use needs, concerns, or objectives
 To what extent do you believe these interests are understood by other local agencies? By Butte
County? Other stakeholders in the basin?
 Do you have any specific concerns about the role of Butte County in groundwater governance
that would help me understand your perspective?
 What can a local agency/GSA do to signal “we hear you” to external stakeholders and other
interested persons?
 What specific interests do you have related to outreach and engagement as part of GSA
formation and decision making about governance?
Review three basic GSA models for alignment of interests
 We’d like to discuss different possible models for GSAs from your perspective using the
information we sent in advance of this interview (See CWF slides for CB meeting)
 First, let’s review each of the three basic models and how they might work for your sub-basin(s)
 To what extent do each of these three models align with your priority interests related to GSA
formation and governance for your sub-basin? Can you rank them in relative order, without
necessarily endorsing one?
 What are the most important reasons for this ranking?
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What role(s) do you see for entities or organizations that do not qualify as GSAs in groundwater
management decision making in your basin?

Review key responsibilities and authorities of a GSA
 The SGMA establishes numerous responsibilities and authorities for a GSA. We’d like to get your
agency’s perspective on some of the most significant ones.
 What are your agency’s interests related to:
o Preparing a GSP? Updating a GSP at periodic intervals?
o Adopting rules, regulations, and ordinances to implement a GSP?
o Conducting investigations of physical conditions in your sub-basin?
o Developing groundwater tools such as models?
o Making information available to stakeholders and the broader public?
o Requiring well registration and measurement (if deemed necessary)?
o Limiting GW extractions?
o Managing a conjunctive use or recharge program?
o Developing and implementing monitoring plans?
o Preparing annual reports to DWR
o Exercising enforcement powers?
o Engaging with stakeholders as required under SGMA?
o Securing funding for management activities?
 Do you have concerns or perspectives about whether Butte County or a specific local agency
should handle some or all of these authorities as a GSA?
[Needs different language for non-local agencies. Who is best able to handle? How do you envision your
role in SGMA implementation?]
Be careful not to give impression that non-local agency can exercise these authorities.
Process options for GSA Formation
 What suggestions or ideas do you have about how to go about GSA formation for your subbasin(s) of interest?
o A single, unified process?
o Multiple processes – with a forum for coordination?
o Who should participate in decision making: limit to GSA-eligible local agencies and
County? Include other entities/stakeholders? What criteria?
 What advice would you have for the County about convening or sponsoring a unified GSA
formation process?
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Other stakeholders
 Are there other stakeholders whose views and perspectives you think would be helpful to us
Next steps
 We may follow up with you as we review our notes and prepare our report
 Our report will be made available to the public
Thank participants for time and perspectives.
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APPENDIX D: SGMA INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS
The informational material attachments listed below were developed for distribution to
selected parties as directed by the County. These materials are included as attachments.
Material format

Title

Graphics (See Finding 8
for graphics)

GSA Formation Models

SGMA Stakeholders

California Water
Foundations

Map Images

Butte County Maps

SGMA Stakeholders

County of Butte

SGMA Stakeholders

County of Butte

Power Point
Presentation

Intended Audience
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Source

APPENDIX E: EXAMPLE SGMA COOPERATION MOU
The following linked MOU is an example of an MOU that lays a cooperative foundation for
collaborative SGMA and GSA-formation work. This MOU was created by the Turlock
Groundwater Basin Association.
http://www.co.merced.ca.us/BoardAgenda/2015/20150901Board/AS205089/AS205094/AI205
179/DO205019/all_pages.pdf
(A hard copy of the MOU can be added to the final assessment report.)
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